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Check List

		
		
Specific items to check before creating
                    a PDF file from a native design application:
q The correct color mode should be CMYK layout document.

		
q The print files should contain no RGB images or RGB colors if it is intended 		
		 to print in four-color (CMYK) process.
q If your images contain two colors, also known as duotone images, make sure 		
		 the colors have been specified accurately in the image application and in the
		 layout application (typically black and spot color).
q The color palette should only have colors that are intended to print.
		 For example, if a color is set to be process build, make sure that color is not a
		 spot color in any application’s color palette.
q
		
		
		

Make sure there are no more spot colors on the palette than are required 		
for a project and that spot colors are referenced by the same name everywhere
they are used. If it is used in an illustration, make sure it is called the 			
same thing there as it is in the layout application. If a color is referenced by 		
more than one name, you can end up with too many separations.

		
		

		
		
		

		

		
		

q All graphics, images, and text elements mus be properley linkded.
q All graphic elements, such as boxes, filled with color need to abut.
		 Elements that don’t touch or abut will leave a small paper gap and 			
		 will not trap.
q
		
		
		

All fonts used in the layout or placed in a link are available and able to be 		
opened via the font management system on the computer. Some fonts
cannot be embedded into other files, like PDF or EPS. Make sure the license 		
for the font embedding is not restricted for the fonts used.
Joseph Marin & Julie Shaffer, The PDF Print Production Guide, 3rd ed., pp. 30-33
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q Make sure that no artificial or menu-styled (attribute from type menu, for
		 example click on icon to make it bold) is used with any fonts.
q If it is not part of a design technique, use only high-resolution images
		 (two pixels per halftone dot; 300 dpi is a benchmark of good, effective 		
		 resolution for high-end printing).
q
		
		
		

Specification in the page setup for media-size must be large enough
to accommodate the full page size plus any bleed object or printer’s mark
used. This is usually 0.25 inch on each side, or increase the media size to
0.5 inch more than the final trim size in both height and width.

q No page elements are set to overprint erroneously. A very light color will
		 effectively disappear if set to overprint a very dark color.
q Do you have DCS (Desktop Color Separations) images used in the layout?
		 Depending on the applications, they may not result in high-resolution
		 output in the final PDF files.
q Is transparency used in the layout? A decision must be made as to 		
		 how to handle it (leave it as transparent or flatten it at the PDF
		 creation stage).
Joseph Marin & Julie Shaffer, The PDF Print Production Guide, 3rd ed., pp. 30-33
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PDF Settings
Adobe CS PDFs Setting
Start by going to the File menu and then scrolling down to Adobe PDF Presets.

Once Adobe PDF Presets screen appears as above, click on the New button. Begin
Setup for your Preset setting. (The following screen shots will give you the setting you
will need.) Once complete, click on Save As to be able to store a copy and load it into
other CS applications.

General
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Compression

Marks and Bleeds
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Output

Advanced

Once the settings are established, click on the OK and you are done.
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Quark 7 PDFs Setting
Start by going to the Edit menu and then scrolling down to Output Styles
and click on it.

Once Output Styles screen appears as above, click on the New button. Begin setting up
your Preset setting. (The following screen shots will give you the setting you will need.)
Once complete, click on OK and then Save on the Output Styles window.
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Setting up to make PDF
Creating the PostScript File
Making PostScript file for a PostScript Interpreter program (Adobe Distiller) may
be slightly different from one application to another. But the basic concept of
PostScript creation remains the same even though the print dialog box looks
different from publishing applications. The following is a list of what needs
to be done to ensure a printable PostScript file from layout application.
• All fonts used within the document are loaded and available to the
		 application. It is recommended to load fonts through a font management
		 program such as Adobe ATM Deluxe or Extensis Suitcase Fusion.
• The document should only be open from the application in which it was
		 created.
• Preflight check, either manually using the checklist on previous pages or with
		 a preflight application.
• Open the print dialog box.
• Choose a printer or printer description (PPD). PDF creation should always
		 be the Adobe PDF printer or the Acrobat Distiller Printer.
• The media or paper size should be large enough to accommodate any bleed
		 area and printer’s mark required, which is usually 0.25 to 0.5 inches larger
		 than the trim size of the page.
• Scaling should be set at 100% unless you truly wish to output the file at
		 another size.
•
		
		
		

Print output color space is typically composite CMYK, although some
applications, like Quark 6, offer other options, like DeviceN. DeviceN is
a good option if your file contains colorized TIFF images or spot-to-spot
blends.

• Resolution is set to an appropriate level for the target output device (2400
		 dpi is typical for high-end output). Line screen is generally established on
		 output, not in the PDF file.
Helpful Tips:
• If printing to a Postscript file under Mac OS X, there is no option to set the PostScript level.
• If you are accessing the Adobe PDF printer from a Windows application, make sure you go
		 to the Adobe PDF Printing Preference dialog box and click the Adobe PDF Setting tab.
		 Deselect the setting Do not send fonts to Adobe PDF.
• The PostScript file name that makes sense is usually the same name as the original
		 document. The PDF file will be given the same name and saved into the same directory
		 that holds the PostScript file.
Joseph Marin & Julie Shaffer, The PDF Print Production Guide, 3rd ed., pp. 37-39
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Distiller PDFs Setting
Distiller can be use to create a PDF from a postscript file that would come from any
design program that can create a postscript file.
Start by going to the Settings menu and then scrolling down to Edit Adobe PDF setting.
Enter the settings from the following screen shots.
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Images
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Color
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Advanced

PDF/X

Once the settings are established, click on the OK and you are done.
Helpful Tips:

If through distiller to create PDF or any other PDF creation program, make sure
document page size includes bleed.
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